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REMINDER

TIP OF THE MONTH
Arguably the most essential  piece
of money guidance and advice we

can give is  to make a BUDGET -  and
stick to it !

  
Why? The answer to some of the

most important f inancial  questions
– How much money should I  be
saving? How much money will  I

need in retirement? –  begins with a
budget!

   
The author John C.  Maxwell

explained budgeting perfectly:
“A budget is  tell ing your money

where to go instead of wondering
where it  went.”

 
Let us help you put together your
budget and build your f inancial

plan.   
 

mailto://americanportfolios.com


The first is an increase in the top capital gain rate, the tax an investor pays upon the
gain he or she realizes as a result of the sale of an asset. Currently the top capital gain
rate sits at 20%, but it looks increasingly likely that it will be increased to 25%. To
further complicate matters, as proposed this change would apply retroactively to asset
sales made after September 13, 2021. Therefore, planning in anticipation of this increase
may not be possible, however if implemented this increase will certainly become part of
an investor’s consideration and planning when selling any appreciated asset. In addition,
this increase in the capital gain rate may, if implemented, apply only to earnings above a
certain level, however that specific level has yet to be determined. Therefore, we will
continue to monitor any changes to the capital gains rate and advise our clients
accordingly.

The second proposed change would apply to the taxation of estates. In 2017 changes to
the estate and gift tax doubled the lifetime exemption amounts from $5 million to $10
million, adjusted for inflation ($11.7 million for individuals and $23.4 million for married
U.S. couples in 2021). These changes, however, are scheduled to sunset on December 31,
2025. As a result, the federal estate tax exemption amount will be reduced back to $5
million (indexed for inflation) after 2025. Since President Biden’s election it has been
assumed that any new tax laws would lower this exemption amount further and do so
earlier than the scheduled sunset.  In addition, proposed changes to the estate tax
included an abolishment of the basis adjustment at death. Basis adjustment allows the
beneficiaries of an estate to assume the date of death value of an asset (stock, real
property, etc.) they inherit. The abolishment of basis adjustment, while not impacting
retirement plans or annuities, would force beneficiaries to sell the assets they inherit
just to raise the money necessary to pay the tax liability. Abolishing basis adjustment
could be financially devastating to an estate and could require significant estate
planning to address. Fortunately, the most current proposed tax law changes leave basis
adjustment intact. A reduction in the estate tax exemption, however, appears likely to
be included in the final version of a new tax law.  It is anticipated that this reduced
estate tax exemption will result in significantly more estates becoming taxable at both
the federal and state level. Therefore, we recommend reviewing your estate plan to
insure it includes the documents and provisions necessary to minimize the tax on your
estate.     

Tax Increases Are Coming . . . 
How Might They Affect You?

By Partner, Jeff Buckley

Take Action & Make a Plan 
Gain control  of  your present,  plan for  your future & prepare for  the unexpected.

No changes to our current tax laws have been

finalized as of yet, but from the many proposed

changes that have been discussed since President

Biden’s election, the focus now has begun to

narrow to a few changes that look increasing

likely to become law. 
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LIKE US ON 
SOCIAL MEDIA!

*We do not approve or endorse any third-party comments on this site

ARE YOU USING TAX
DOME YET? 

SCAN THIS QR CODE
TODAY 

We are proud to announce our charity
of choice for our annual give back

initiative is FeedMore WNY. We were
proud to make a generous donation in

our clients honor at our Client
Apprecation Event on Oct. 20th 

https://www.facebook.com/kautzbuckleyfinancial
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kautz-buckley-independent-wealth-management
https://kautzbuckleyfinancial.com/

